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A B S T R A C T   

Oral Squamous Cell Carcinoma (OSCC) is an aggressive tumor with a poor prognosis. Accurate and timely 
diagnosis is therefore essential for reducing the burden of advanced disease and improving outcomes. In this 
meta-analysis, we evaluated the accuracy of artificial intelligence (AI)-assisted technologies in detecting OSCC. 
We included studies that validated any diagnostic modality that used AI to detect OSCC. A search was performed 
in six databases: PubMed, Embase, Scopus, Cochrane Library, ProQuest, and Web of Science up to 15 Mar 2022. 
The Quality Assessment Tool for Diagnostic Accuracy Studies was used to evaluate the included studies’ quality, 
while the Split Component Synthesis method was utilized to quantitatively synthesize the pooled diagnostic 
efficacy estimates. We considered 16 out of the 566 yielded studies, which included twelve different AI models 
with a total of 6606 samples. The summary sensitivity, summary specificity, positive and negative likelihood 
ratios as well as the pooled diagnostic odds ratio were 92.0 % (95 % confidence interval [CI] 86.7–95.4 %), 91.9 
% (95 % CI 86.5–95.3 %), 11.4 (95 % CI 6.74–19.2), 0.087 (95 % CI 0.051–0.146) and 132 (95 % CI 62.6–277), 
respectively. Our findings support the capability of AI-assisted systems to detect OSCC with high accuracy, 
potentially aiding the histopathological examination in early diagnosis, yet more prospective studies are needed 
to justify their use in the real population.   

1. Introduction 

Oral Cancer is one of the most prevalent cancers that imposes a 
considerable disease burden across the world. The Global Cancer Ob-
servatory (GLOBCAN) most recent estimates for oral cavity and lip 
cancers indicate that there were 377,713 new cases and 177,757 deaths 
in 2020, ranking as the sixteenth most common cancer worldwide (Sung 
et al., 2021). Oral Squamous Cell Carcinoma (OSCC) constitutes the vast 
majority of oral cancer cases, accounting for more than 90 % overall 
(Coletta et al., 2020). Over the past years, OSCC incidence has been 
increasing in developing countries, among females, and alarmingly 
among adults younger than the age of 45 years old (Coletta et al., 2020). 
This can be explained, in part, by the increasing consumption of tobacco 
and alcohol in some countries and among females, despite that, marked 
geographical and environmental risk factor variations still exist (Coletta 
et al., 2020). 

OSCC generally develops from precursor lesions termed Oral Po-
tential Malignant Disorders (OPMDs) mainly represented by oral lichen 
planus, leukoplakia, and erythroplakia (Lin et al., 2021). Still, nearly 40 
% of patients first present with advanced OSCC stage IV, for which 
combined chemoradiotherapy is required (Cheng et al., 2020). This 
makes OSCC associated with a poor survival rate and prognosis despite 
the advancements made in the understanding of the involved biological 
processes and the therapeutic options (Coletta et al., 2020). Hence, 
recognizing OPMDs and diagnosing OSCC at an early stage is of para-
mount importance to developing effective preventive strategies and 
improving clinical management. 

To date, OSCC diagnosis is made by clinical history, conventional 
oral examination followed by an incisional biopsy of the suspected tis-
sue. This approach, however, has limitations in that the lesions are 
clinically heterogeneous, and their interpretation is subjective depend-
ing on the examiner’s experience, while the biopsy is invasive with 
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potential complications (Lin et al., 2021). Recently, the machine 
learning approach has exhibited a comparative advantage over the 
traditional diagnostic methods. Numerous studies have reported their 
improved accuracy of cancer susceptibility, and outcome prediction 
(Alabi et al., 2021). Although the feasibility of an automated approach 
can reduce errors and promote informed decisions, there is little 
consensus on whether it can be reliably applied in the actual healthcare 
setting. Thus, this study aims to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of 
artificial intelligence (AI)-assisted detection of OSCC in-vivo in com-
parison with gold-standard histopathology. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Protocol and registration 

This systematic review and meta-analysis was reported following 
The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta- 
Analyses (PRISMA) guideline (see PRISMA checklist in Supplementary 
material, Table S1) (Moher et al., 2009). The review protocol was 
registered with the international prospective register of systematic re-
views (PROSPERO) online database (PROSPERO Identifier: 
CRD42022333367). 

2.2. Search strategy 

We developed our search strategy in the PubMed database using 
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms and keywords derived from 
four key concepts. These are AI, diagnosis, oral, and cancer. There were 
no language or date restrictions imposed on the search. The Polyglot 
translator (Clark et al., 2020) was used to transfer the developed search 
strategy to Embase, Scopus, Cochrane Library, ProQuest, and Web of 
science. The full strategy for each database is available in the Supple-
mentary material. All the yielded studies were then transferred to 
EndNote X7, where duplicates were identified and consequently elimi-
nated. To ensure that relevant studies were not overlooked, the refer-
ence lists of all eligible articles were manually reviewed. 

2.3. Eligibility criteria 

We implemented predefined broad eligibility criteria and included 
both prospective and retrospective studies that validated the diagnostic 
performance of any AI modality in detecting OSCC in-vivo compared to 
the gold standard biopsy histopathology. Studies were included if they 
fulfilled the following criteria: reported the values of true positives (TP), 
false positives (FP), true negatives (TN), and false negatives (FN), or 
values were possibly calculated from the sensitivity (Se) and specificity 
(Sp). In addition to studies that had AI models that can distinguish be-
tween OSSC and any other tissue type in a binary manner, whether 
normal, precancerous, or cancerous. Studies that did not meet these 
inclusion criteria were excluded. We excluded articles that aimed to 
investigate the accuracy in classifying, segmenting, delineating, pre-
dicting, and differentiating metastases or recurrence. In case a study 
assessed one of these parameters along with the diagnostic accuracy, 
only data of the latter was used. We further excluded studies that had 
animal models, low sample size, foreign language, or others including 
systematic reviews, meta-analyses, clinical trials, and randomized 
controlled trials. Articles that used the same datasets were considered 
duplicates, and only the article with the larger sample size was even-
tually included. 

2.4. Study selection and screening 

The remaining studies were uploaded to the Rayyan platform for 
further screening (Ouzzani et al., 2016). Two reviewers independently 
screened titles and abstracts, and any disagreement was addressed by 
consensus among them. The full texts of papers deemed eligible were 

then obtained and independently double-screened, with any in-
consistencies handled through discussion with the whole team. 

2.5. Data extraction 

We extracted data from each eligible study on the first author, 
publication date, study design, participants’ demographics (age, sex), 
country, AI index test, reference test, TP, FP, TN, FN, validation, and 
training datasets, and OSSC prevalence. The diagnostic accuracy of 
multiple AI models of a single study was extracted separately. If a 
dataset for a model was validated multiple times, the highest Se and Sp 
were selected. This was done by two reviewers independently, with a 
third-party opinion if needed. All data were summarized and compiled 
into an online Microsoft Excel spreadsheet that was accessible to all the 
authors. 

2.6. Quality of studies 

The methodological quality of selected diagnostic accuracy studies 
was assessed using the Quality Assessment Tool for Diagnostic Accuracy 
Studies (QUADAS-2) (Whiting et al., 2011), which was done indepen-
dently by two reviewers with group discussion when necessary. We 
deemed the tool’s relevant questions to relate to bias safeguards, and 
instead of grading the risk of bias as a judgment, we tallied the number 
of safeguards implemented in each study. Thus, if implemented ("yes/-
low bias"), a numeric value of 1 was assigned, and if not implemented 
("no/high bias/unclear"), a numeric value of 0 was assigned. This was 
done so that the quality assessment can be used in a bias-adjusted 
meta-analysis model with quantitative utility (Furuya-Kanamori et al., 
2021b; Stone et al., 2020). In QUADAS-2, the judgment question 
assigned in each domain (patient selection, index test, reference stan-
dard, flow, and timing) was removed to decrease subjectivity in the 
bias-adjusted synthesis. As a result of this approach, fourteen compre-
hensive bias safeguards were produced. The quality assessment scoring 
sheet is provided in the Supplementary material (Table S2). 

2.7. Data analysis 

For bias-adjusted synthesis, the Quality Effect (QE) model was used 
(Doi et al., 2015; Doi and Thalib, 2008), with the results of the quality 
assessment represented as relative rankings (Stone et al., 2021). By 
dispersing study weights by quality rank, the QE model controls for 
methodological quality-related heterogeneity, hence bias adjusting the 
synthesis (Doi et al., 2015; Doi and Thalib, 2008). Additionally, the Se, 
Sp, positive likelihood ratio (pLR), negative likelihood ratio (nLR), and 
diagnostic odds ratio (DOR) with their 95 % confidence intervals (95 % 
CI) were calculated using the split component synthesis method (SCS) 
for meta-analysis of diagnostic studies (Furuya-Kanamori et al., 2021a). 
Summary receiver operating characteristic (sROC) plots were also 
created using the SCS method (Furuya-Kanamori et al., 2021a). The I2 
statistic was used to examine heterogeneity (Higgins et al., 2003), while 
Doi plots were used to analyze publication bias and putative small study 
effects (Furuya-Kanamori et al., 2018). The LFK index was used to 
quantify Doi plots symmetry (Furuya-Kanamori et al., 2018). After 
installing the diagma module (Furuya-Kanamori et al., 2021a), Stata 
version 16 was utilized for all analyzes, graphs, and plots. 

2.8. Subgroup analysis 

To assess the performance of each index test on its own and compare 
it with the overall diagnostic accuracy for all modalities, the extracted 
datasets were divided into separate groups if a test had greater than or 
equal to five different sets. Accordingly, three groups were created for 
Fluorescence Spectroscopy, Raman Spectroscopy, and Oral Photo-
graphic Images. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Study selection 

Fig. 1 depicts the PRISMA flow diagram that demonstrates the pro-
cess of study selection. Our exhaustive database search initially yielded 
566 articles. Of which, 129 were eliminated through EndNote, and the 
remaining 437 were screened for title and abstract. Following the title 
and abstract screening, 371 publications were excluded, leaving only 66 
for full-text screening. The full texts of these 66 records were retrieved 
and reviewed for eligibility. For various reasons summarized in Fig. 1, 
52 articles were excluded. Hand-searching of reference lists of the 14 
studies left resulted in the addition of two more studies, bringing the 
total number of the included studies in our meta-analysis to 16 
(Bhowmik et al., 2022; Cals et al., 2016; Fu et al., 2020; Heintzelman 
et al., 2000; Kamath and Mahato, 2007; Lin et al., 2021; Majumder et al., 
2005; Mohamed et al., 2021; Nayak et al., 2006; Song et al., 2020; Sunny 
et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Warin et al., 2021; Welikala et al., 2020; 

Yu et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2021). Further details on the citation of the 
excluded records with full reasoning are provided in the Supplementary 
material, Table S3. 

3.2. Study and index test characteristics 

Table 1 shows the extracted datasets of the included articles. In brief, 
they were published between 2005 and 2021, with the majority coming 
from China (n = 6) and India (n = 5). Ten of the sixteen studies were 
retrospective in nature, where past samples/images were evaluated, 
while the remaining six articles were prospective. Two studies focused 
on spectra samples from tongue OSCC. Image Analysis (n = 5) was the 
most commonly used test for diagnosing OSCC, followed by Fluores-
cence Spectroscopy (n = 3) and Raman Spectroscopy (n = 3). The other 
tests in our selected studies were Mass Spectrometry, Tele-cytology, 
scoring based on a non-invasive examination, Oral Microbiota Gene 
Testing, and a Breath Analyzer. There were 12 different AI models used 
among the included datasets. The most common of these include CNN 
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Fig. 1. PRISMA flow-chart for the systematic review and meta-analysis.  
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Table 1 
Characteristics and extracted data from included studies.  

Authors (year) Country Study type Cancer 
Site 

Machine learning model Index test Samples/ 
Images (n) 

Training 
(n) 

Validation 
(n) 

Patients 
(n) 

TP FP FN TN 

(Nayak et al., 2006) India Retrospective Oral 
cavity 

ANN Autofluorescence spectroscopy 143 60 83 6 35 0 2 46 

(Nayak et al., 2006) India Retrospective Oral 
cavity 

PCA Autofluorescence spectroscopy 143 60 83 6 36 0 1 46 

(Wang et al., 2020) China Retrospective Oral 
cavity 

Random Forest Scoring system* (baseline 
Model) 

266 159 107 266 27 6 7 67 

(Wang et al., 2020) China Retrospective Oral 
cavity 

Random Forest Scoring system** (personalized 
Model) 

266 159 107 266 28 6 6 67 

(Song et al., 2020) China Prospective Oral 
cavity 

Lasso regression Saliva Mass spectrometry 373 193 180 373 46 3 14 117 

(Sunny et al., 2019) India Prospective Oral 
cavity 

SVM Tele-cytology system 11,981 532 30 60 14 2 1 13 

(Sunny et al., 2019) India Prospective Oral 
cavity 

Random Forest Tele-cytology system 11,981 532 30 60 14 3 1 12 

(Sunny et al., 2019) India Prospective Oral 
cavity 

Logistic regression Tele-cytology system 11,981 532 30 60 12 2 3 13 

(Sunny et al., 2019) India Prospective Oral 
cavity 

LDA Tele-cytology system 11,981 532 30 60 12 2 3 13 

(Sunny et al., 2019) India Prospective Oral 
cavity 

KNN Tele-cytology system 11,981 532 30 60 11 4 4 12 

(Fu et al., 2020) (Internal 
validation) 

China Retrospective Oral 
cavity 

Cascaded CNN Photographs 7244 5775 401 NM 170 25 9 197 

(Fu et al., 2020) (external 
validation) 

China Retrospective Oral 
cavity 

Cascaded CNN Photographs 7244 5775 402 NM 138 48 16 200 

(Fu et al., 2020) (clinical 
validation) 

China Retrospective Oral 
cavity 

Cascaded CNN Photographs 7244 5775 666 NM 249 25 25 367 

(Yu et al., 2019) China Prospective Tongue CNN Fiber optic Raman spectroscopy 1440 1152 288 12 143 8 1 136 
(Yu et al., 2019) China Prospective Tongue SVM Fiber optic Raman spectroscopy 1440 1152 288 12 139 8 5 136 
(Yu et al., 2019) China Prospective Tongue LDA Fiber optic Raman spectroscopy 1440 1152 288 12 141 17 3 127 
(Cals et al., 2016) Netherlands Prospective Tongue PCA Raman spectroscopy 1087 720 367 21 54 68 0 245 
(Zhou et al., 2021) China Prospective Oral 

cavity 
Random Forest Oral microbiota rDNA 

sequencing 
146 75 18 93 659 97 0 756 

(Warin et al., 2021) Thailand Retrospective Oral 
cavity 

CNN Oral photographs 700 490 70 NM 69 0 1 70 

(Welikala et al., 2020) Malaysia Retrospective Oral 
cavity 

CNN Oral photographs 2155 1744 207 1085 11 6 13 174 

(Heintzelman et al., 2000) USA Retrospective Oral 
cavity 

Multivariate Discriminant 
Analysis 

Fluorescence spectroscopy 343 62 281 76 277 0 0 4 

(Mohamed et al., 2021) Sudan Retrospective Oral 
cavity 

ANN Portable breath analyzer 84 62 27 84 8 4 2 13 

(Majumder et al., 2005) India Prospective Oral 
cavity 

RVM Autofluorescence spectroscopy 325 119 206 29 37 4 4 73 

(Majumder et al., 2005) India Prospective Oral 
cavity 

SVM Autofluorescence spectroscopy 325 119 206 29 38 4 3 73 

(Lin et al., 2021) China Retrospective Oral 
cavity 

CNN based HRNet Oral photographs 7994 7539 455 722 424 3 1 27 

(Kamath and Mahato, 2007) India Retrospective Oral 
cavity 

KNN Fiber optic Raman spectroscopy 143 60 83 6 40 0 3 40 

(Bhowmik et al., 2022) India Retrospective Oral 
cavity 

Ensemble model Blood perfusion imager 440 183 257 61 221 0 2 34 

Abbreviations: TP, true positives; FP, false positives; FN, false negatives; TN, true negatives; ANN, artificial neural networks; PCA, principal component analysis; SVM, support vector machine; LDA, linear discriminant 
analysis; KNN, k-nearest neighbor; CNN, convolutional neural network; RVM, relevance vector machine; HRNet, high-resolution network; rDNA, ribosomal deoxyribonucleic Acid. 

* Score based on Visually enhanced lesion scope and toluidine blue staining. 
** Score based on Visually enhanced lesion scope and toluidine blue staining in addition to personal information and features. 
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(n = 7), Random Forest (n = 4), and SVM (n = 3). 

3.3. Quality assessment 

Overall, the number of safeguards implemented in each study ranged 
from 8 to 12 out of 14, with an average of 10.4 safeguards per study 
across the four QUADAS-2 tool domains previously mentioned. In the 
selection domain, the majority of papers (n = 7) utilized 3/4 safeguards. 
In the flow and timing domain, the highest scores were roughly 
distributed between 12 studies, 3/4 (n = 6) and 4/4 (n = 6). In the 
index test and reference standard domains, most articles scored 2/3 and 
3/3, respectively. Fig. 2 depicts the safeguards applied per domain for 
each of the included studies, and the Supplementary material includes a 
table containing the answers to all quality assessment questions, 
Table S4. 

3.4. Main analysis results 

The 27 datasets included a total of 6606 samples with an OSCC 
prevalence of 48.2 %. The summary Se, summary Sp, pLR, nLR, and 
pooled DOR for overall performance of AI-assisted diagnosis of OSCC 
were 92.0 % (95% CI 86.7–95.4 %), 91.9 % (95 % CI 86.5–95.3 %), 
11.4 (95 % CI 6.74–19.2), 0.087 (95 % CI 0.051–0.146) and 132 (95 % 
CI 62.6–277), respectively. For this overall group, there was a significant 
heterogeneity with an I2 value of 75.9 %, however, this heterogeneity is 
expected as this group contains different index tests that are likely to 
differ in their performance. Regarding the publication bias, there was 
minor positive asymmetry in the Doi plot with an LKF index value of 
1.89, suggesting that some of the smaller studies had slightly larger DOR 
than the bigger studies. This means better diagnostic accuracy results 
were to some extent more likely to be published. The Doi plot is avail-
able in the Supplementary material (Fig. S1), as well as the results for the 
rest of the analyzes (Table S5). Fig. 3 represents the sROC for all datasets 
(n = 27), with the circles representing the sROC and the solid square 
representing the summary Se and Sp intersection point. The upper and 
lower square boundaries represent the Se confidence limits, while the 
left and right boundaries represent the 1-Sp confidence limits. The area 

under the curve (AUC) was 92.0 % (95% CI 88.8–94.3 %). 
In terms of the tests, Raman spectrometry had the best Se among all 

test groups with 97.8 % (n = 5 studies, samples = 1314, 95 % CI 
96.1–98.8 %) followed by Fluorescence Spectroscopy which achieved a 
Se of 93.2 % (n = 5 studies, samples = 683, 95% CI 85.6–96.9 %). In 
contrast, Fluorescence Spectroscopy had the highest Sp among all 
groups with 96.5 % (95 % CI 92.0–98.5 %) making it the most accurate 
test to confirm the diagnosis of OSCC, followed by Photography then 
Raman Spectrometry. 

Heterogeneity assessment in both Fluorescence Spectroscopy and 
Raman Spectrometry were insignificant with I2 values of 18.8 % and 0 % 
respectively, indicating the consistency of the findings in these two 

Fig. 2. Quality assessment using QUADAS-2 for included studies.  

Fig. 3. Summary receiver operating characteristic curve of artificial 
intelligence-assisted systems for the diagnosis of OSCC. 
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groups. The use of oral images in diagnosing OSCC achieved good per-
formance reaching a Se of 90.4 % (n = 7 studies, samples = 2525, I2 

= 85.6 %, 95% CI 78.8–96.0 %) and great Sp with a value of 93.2 % 
(95 % CI 83.8–97.3 %). Fig. 4 demonstrates a bar chart that compares 
these groups with the overall performance of all tests. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Principal findings 

With the rapid development of computer algorithms, AI has been 
increasingly used to enhance the early diagnosis of OSSC using different 
modalities. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first meta-analysis 
that evaluated the performance of AI-assisted OSCC diagnosis. In this 
systematic review and meta-analysis, we combined the diagnostic ac-
curacy of different AI-assisted models and demonstrated that they have 
high accuracy in differentiating healthy oral tissue from OSCC with an 
overall DOR of 132 (95 % CI 62.6–277). Three diagnostic tests, namely 
Fluorescence Spectroscopy, Raman Spectroscopy, and Photography had 
many studies validating them and therefore had distinct groups showing 
their performance. It is also worth noting that the other tests that were 
not put in a separate group due to the limited number of articles reported 
high diagnostic accuracy as well. One study used AI in gene sequencing 
of oral tissue and reported a model’s diagnostic accuracy of 95.70 % and 
a prediction of 100 % in OSCC (Zhou et al., 2021). Another study 
recorded an accuracy of 86.7 % using conductive polymer spray mass 
spectrometry with the machine learning aid (Alabi et al., 2021). 
Tele-cytology with AI assistance also exhibited great potential in 
detecting OSCC (Sunny et al., 2019). 

The integration of AI in oral cancer diagnostic systems has been re-
ported to improve the accuracy of detection. A study reported a 30 % 
improvement when AI is combined with tele-cytology (Sunny et al., 
2019). Similarly, multiple other studies compared the results of 
AI-assisted diagnoses with human evaluation and showed remarkable 
advancement when AI use (Fu et al., 2020). 

4.2. Other uses of AI in OSCC 

Among the recent advancements in the field, AI has been shown to 
have a multitude of applications other than detecting OSCC lesions 
(Alabi et al., 2021). One study investigated an AI-assisted model in 
classifying OSCC using morphological and textural features and ach-
ieved an accuracy of 99.78 % (Rahman et al., 2020a). Alternatively, in 
OSCC resection surgeries, AI-assisted methods have also demonstrated 
excellent results in the segmentation of tumor tissue (Trajanovski et al., 
2021). Another crucial use of AI is its ability to predict lymph node 
metastasis as OSCC was found to have a frequent rate of metastasis to the 

cervical lymph nodes varying from 20 % to 50 % (Shan et al., 2020). 
Additionally, there are reports on the potential of AI technologies in 
predicting the 5-year overall survival rate, as well as the molecular 
features and prognosis of head and neck carcinoma by analyzing gene 
expression (Alkhadar et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2020). 
The applications have not just been used to support diagnosis and 
prognosis but are also being steadily incorporated into treatment plan-
ning. The findings of one study implied that machine learning methods 
can be used to identify individuals with high risk who would benefit 
from chemotherapy and radiation (Howard et al., 2020). 

We believe that all of these abovementioned uses highlight that 
machine learning approaches offer an extremely promising future in 
assisting clinicians with precision medicine and minimizing the current 
diagnostic limitations. This will potentially improve patient-specific 
therapies and support efficient, effective, and dynamic administration 
of hospital resources. 

4.3. Issues in the current practice 

The current gold standard for OSCC diagnosis is the histopatholog-
ical assessment of biopsied oral tissue (Shah and Gil, 2009), although 
other imaging techniques can be used sometimes to complement the 
detection and staging of the lesions (Sarrión Pérez et al., 2015). None-
theless, a substantial number of flaws are associated with the current 
modalities. First, besides the invasive nature of biopsies, they are sub-
jected to sampling errors, which may lead to misdiagnosis (Lin et al., 
2021). Second, difficulty in locating the region due to the non-uniform 
appearance causes most OSCC to be detected when cancer has already 
advanced to late stages (Yakob et al., 2014). Third, intratumor hetero-
geneity in OSCC often requires evaluation by qualified pathologists, and 
despite the potential of identifying suspicious lesions, the shortage of 
trained professionals and healthcare resources limits access and makes 
the OSCC burden fall on the developing nations (Lin et al., 2021). 

Since early diagnosis has been correlated with better outcomes and 
survival, making a quick and efficient diagnosis is, therefore, a major 
step in the course of patient management (Carreras-Torras and 
Gay-Escoda, 2015). Multiple adjunctive diagnostic aids reported in the 
literature have provided some potential (Omar, 2015). Their accuracy 
has further improved with the advancements in machine learning. These 
include, but are not limited to, oral microbiome gene expression readers 
(Zhou et al., 2021), oral images through smartphones (Fu et al., 2020; 
Warin et al., 2021; Welikala et al., 2020), breath analyzers (Mohamed 
et al., 2021), and blood perfusion imagers (Bhowmik et al., 2022). 

4.4. Limitations 

This systematic review and meta-analysis have certain shortcomings. 
As previously indicated in the results section, there was a moderate 
degree of publication bias towards better diagnostic accuracy from the 
smaller studies. Furthermore, given the data limitations, we were unable 
to perform subgroup analysis for several diagnostic tests or evaluate 
their performance with a larger sample size and greater confidence. It is 
also important to note that one study found AI models’ diagnostic ac-
curacy to be comparable to that of experienced professionals and greater 
than that of medical and non-medical students (Fu et al., 2020). How-
ever, due to the inadequate number of such studies, assessing these 
comparisons was deemed unfeasible. There have also been very few 
prospective studies that incorporated AI’s diagnostic accuracy in clinical 
settings. As a result, our results may not accurately represent AI per-
formance in real-world patients. 

Despite AI being hailed as a promising tool to revolutionize medi-
cine, numerous ethical concerns are raised by its deployment. These 
include data privacy and confidentiality, informed consent, and algo-
rithmic biases (Gerke et al., 2020). This emphasizes the need for a 
multidisciplinary approach to build ethical and legal guidelines to 
ensure a successful implementation of an AI system that people can 

Fig. 4. Summary sensitivity and specificity for OSCC AI-assisted diag-
nostic modalities. 
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trust. 

4.5. Policy implications and future research 

Safety and Efficacy are two major elements that must be considered 
when adopting AI-assisted diagnostic tests. Thus, it is suggested to verify 
the models with datasets apart from the ones used for their training 
(Alabi et al., 2021). Another important aspect for machine learning 
models to give long-term benefits is to improve healthcare organiza-
tions’ data infrastructure (Chilamkurthy et al., 2018). This will help in 
building more reliable models using heterogeneous and aggregated data 
from several sources (Chilamkurthy et al., 2018). A possible way to 
achieve this is by encouraging producers to publish testing samples in 
world bank databases that are accessible for researchers to use in 
creating AI-automated tools (Rahman et al., 2020b). As the majority of 
the studies retrieved by our literature search in this paper were retro-
spective, we believe that this gap must be addressed by carrying out 
more randomized prospective clinical studies for better validation. 
Nevertheless, professionals need to gain sufficient knowledge of the 
models’ performance before execution. A validated method that might 
help is the decision curve analysis which demonstrates the net benefit of 
these models (Vickers et al., 2008). Finally, we would also recommend 
publishers include raw data on the TP, FP, TN, and FN values. This will 
assist enormously in strengthening the transparency in developing and 
validating multiple algorithms, and even comparing them to that of 
experts. 

Although many OPMLs and OSCCs are discovered during routine 
oral exams, there is no screening program currently in use. AI can pro-
vide adequate screening for people at risk and can serve as a bridge for 
clinicians to become acquainted with AI applications in healthcare (Fu 
et al., 2020). Furthermore, AI performance in detecting OSCC has the 
potential to reduce human burden and time. It can even be involved in 
more complex decisions that often cause disagreements among pathol-
ogists primarily in determining the margin and stage of cancer tissues. 
Thus, AI can help to overcome the poor reproducibility and the variety 
of current grading and staging results among pathologists, leading to 
much better clinical outcomes for patients (Trajanovski et al., 2021; 
Welikala et al., 2020). Besides, it is able to predict metastasis and pro-
vide an accurate prognosis for better patient management, which 
humans are unable to do and often introduce bias (Alkhadar et al., 2021; 
Chen et al., 2021; Shan et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020). Addressing the 
aforementioned issues and the ethical challenges offer great potential 
for AI to penetrate deeper into healthcare delivery and cover 
population-based needs in the foreseeable future. We believe that 
advanced tasks in which AI can potentially play a leading role in the 
future of healthcare systems. 

5. Conclusion 

OSCC carries a poor prognosis, thus time is of the essence in reducing 
its burden. Unlike the current gold standard of histopathological clas-
sification, AI-assisted systems are quick, non-invasive, and have 
demonstrated remarkable performance in detecting OSCC. AI can also 
be used to help with OSCC resection, segmentation, metastasis predic-
tion, and treatment selection. While AI-based tests demonstrated 
excellent accuracy in OSCC detection, providing a great opportunity to 
aid in the histopathological examination, they still have a long way to go 
before being deployed in place of the gold standard in actual medical 
practice. We advocate for the use of AI in oral images for screening 
purposes, which can serve as a bridge to familiarize clinicians with AI 
applications in healthcare. Additional efforts to optimize clinical 
workflow integration and to conduct prospective evaluation of AI-based 
tools in clinical settings remain important future directions. 
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